BLUEPRINT

7AN521 BLUEPRINT // 18876777
Exceptional phenotype with proper balance of traits
for maternal performance and end-product merit.

$18.75

REGIMENT

7AN594 REGIMENT // 19401188

He blends a highly sought-after pedigree
with incredible growth and carcass predictions.

$22.50

GUARANTEE

7AN623 GUARANTEE // 19526770
Pedigree, performance and phenotype - this
sire is the epitome of multi-trait excellence.

$22.50

SILVERADO

ENTICE

7AN531 ENTICE // 18952921

7AN589 SILVERADO // 19418336

Increased performance with stout calves that have good
structure, added power, depth of body and thickness.

Elite maternal value - One of the best in our line-up
for $Maternal, Heifer Pregnancy, Claw and Angle.

$18.75

$18.75

MOVIN ON

7AN595 MOVIN ON // 19573709

If Calving Ease and growth get your attention, then
add MOVIN ON’s type and pedigree to the equation.

$18.75

WOLVERINE

7AN600 WOLVERINE // 19544206

An excellent choice for combining a positive Cow Energy Value ($EN) with elite maternal value and excellent phenotype.

$15.00

SAFE & SOUND

NEW ADDITION

7AN683 SAFE & SOUND // 19705988

14AN497 NEW ADDITION // 18548853

Ranks in the top 1 percent of the breed
for both $Maternal and $Weaning.

In addition to Calving Ease, he is a true maternal gem
that ranks near the top of breed for $Maternal.

$18.75

$15.00

Minimum purchase of 10 units. Special runs February 1, 2022 to May 31, 2022. Account must be current. All bulls subject to availablility. Subject to change without notice. Updated December 28, 2021.

GRINDSTONE

Stockmarket

REST EASY

7AR86 Stockmarket // 3751659

7AR89 GRINDSTONE // 4187454

$22.50

$22.50

An outcross pedigree that can make multi-trait
improvement and add phenotype for a complete package.

Progressive

Promoter

7SM115 Promoter // 3613881

A Turnpike son that offers breed-leading growth,
docility and REA, all while adding eye-appeal.

$18.75

7SM116 Progressive // 3646242
He has ten traits and indexes in the
top 15 percent or above.

$22.50

GOld Rush

7HP125 GOld

Phenotype, performance and carcass merit
in one complete package.

44108010

GOLD RUSH generates calves with rapid early growth
and good looks, along with added end-product merit.

$18.75

REST EASY sires calves that come extremely easy but
pack punch while maintaining an attractive profile.

$18.75

Copperhead

7SM121 Copperhead // 3620331

This red outcross sires calves that appear to
have plenty of volume, eye appeal and structural integrity.

$22.50

Lead time

sleep on

Rush //

7SM112 REST EASY // 3644912

7HP126 sleep

on // 44140749

His EPD profile offers high rankings for Calving Ease,
Weaning, SCF and every index.

$18.75

9CH103 LEAD TIME // M910612

LEAD TIME is moderately framed, bold ribbed and deep
sided - all contributing to his rising popularity.

$15.00

Minimum purchase of 10 units. Special runs February 1, 2022 to May 31, 2022. Account must be current. All bulls subject to availablility. Subject to change without notice. Updated JD.

